THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER:

HOW TO
STYLE YOUR
BRAND
Ever ything you need to know to create a
d i s t i n c t i v e b r a n d i d e n t i t y.
Possibly the most stylish and covetable brand bible available for entrepreneurs.
Fiona Humberstone’s beautifully designed coffee table book, How To Style Your Brand is
a one-of-a-kind design bible for business owners. At it’s core, a robust, tried and tested
process unlocks creativity, builds laser sharp focus and the confidence to create or
commission a distinctive brand identity.
Packed with more than 60 inspirational examples of some of the best brand identities
for small businesses worldwide, How to Style Your Brand is a feast for the eyes and
essential reading for all aspiring or successful business owners.
You need to stock this book!
fionahumberstone.com | thebrand-stylist.com | book@fionahumberstone.com

“I can’t put the book down. It’s
amazing and is helping me so much
- already changed my logo and I’m
halfway through your book. T hank you
so much for writing it. I’m so glad I
found it!” @sweetwaterdecor

Now in it’s second print run (after just six weeks of
launch), How to Style Your Brand has become a runaway
success both in the UK and USA and loved by
entrepreneurs, designers, makers and freelancers.
Beautifully illustrated, engagingly written and powerfully
constructed, How to Style Your Brand makes a great
addition to any business or lifestyle book section.
Available direct from the publisher or via Bertrams
wholesale in the UK.
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Author, Speaker and Creative Catalyst, Fiona Humberstone
has seen 15 years within the world of branding; styling
brands, creating websites and guiding those making that
entrepreneurial leap with her acclaimed creative workshops.
From finding a focus, creating an inspirational vision and
unlocking the power of colour psychology, How to Style Your
Brand helps business owners understand the design details
that will make their new or existing business irresistible.
Fiona explains the secrets behind using colour to create an
emotive connection, how to use pattern and illustration,
adding character and personality and how to carefully
select typefaces that add a distinctive and international edge
to designs. Drawing on her experience from developing
hundreds of brand identities for companies worldwide,
Fiona’s tried and tested framework gives clarity, confidence
and creative know-how to help create brand identities
that win business. In her own words, “Every entrepreneur
deserves a brand identity that’ll help them stand out and win
more work: this walks you through the process step by step.”

“T his book is pure gold. I am barely starting Chapter 3, but it has helped me so
much to get clarity in my business already.” Lucie

“Oh how I wish I had this book when we were
going through the process. I am pretty sure Braizen
wishes I had this book when we were going through
the process as well.
I have never seen a more comprehensive guidebook
to creating a brand. W hether you are working on
it yourself, you are creating a design direction for a
g raphic designer or if you are working with a full
ser vice branding company, this book is for you.”
Laura Putnam, Finding Home
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“An absolutely beautiful book, packed full of inspiration and
advice. If you are thinking of styling your brand, either yourself
or working with a designer this book should be your bible!
Fiona makes you feel like she’s totally got your back and will
hold your hand throughout the whole process. Her enthusiasm for
branding is infectious! If you work through the book you will feel
totally confident that you know exactly what needs to be done,
whether that is done by you or knowing you should hire a designer.
Ever ything is covered from typog raphy to colour psycholog y, to
business cards and websites that sell. Fiona shows you how to get
clear on exactly what your brand is tr ying to portray and how to
craft this into your brand styling. You will feel empowered to be
able to create your own brand style from scratch or if prefer red,
how to brief and work with a designer. If nothing else, it shows
just how incredibly talented good designers are and how much work
goes into creating your brand identity!
A cross between a beautiful coffee table book to pick up and be
inspired at any moment and a hugely resourceful guide to creating
your brand identity. Don’t even think about hiring a designer or
doing it yourself without this book!”
Katie Spicer
Fiona is available for workshops, book
signings and collaborative events to aid with
promotion of the book.

THE DETAILS

RRP £20/ $30USD
Second print run should be available from midSeptember (subject to shipping).
Volume discounts available on bulk orders.
Please contact Fiona directly to discuss
book@fionahumberstone.com.
Wholesale orders via Bertrams.
www.fionahumberstone.com
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